
Maintaining Wooden Floors
The classic and most cost-effective way to maintain wooden floors is 
with Sandscreens beneath a Regular Speed Floor Machine.

Glomesh Sandscreens are manufactured by Treleoni in the USA using a 
state-of-the-art manufacturing process. The result is:
• Smaller scrim ‘windows’. Meaning there is more fibre in the scrim 

to bond more abrasive to. The result – longer life.
• The grain and binder are applied more evenly and uniformly 

ensuring consistent performance.
• The process prevents grain build-up in the windows. Keeping the 

windows open means less loading of the screen.

Recommended Restoration Procedure
Using a Sandscreen driver beneath the pad drive ensures no screen 
sling. The screen will stay in place for longer.

Dry Method: Place an #80 or #100 grit screen under the driver. Disc 
sand in opposite direction to boards, vac or sweep up the residue. Then 
use a finder disc, #120 or #150 grit and sand in the boards direction. Vac 
or sweep. To screen between coats of finish, use Denib pad.

Wet Method: #100 or #120 grit screen beneath an auto scrubber. 
Deposit small amounts of detergent solution, disc sand and immediately 
pick up. Rinse. Denib between coats.

Peach
does so much more!

Glomesh Peach is the perfect 
autoscrub pad
New construction is perfect for use with auto-scrubbers.
Lasts longer than conventional scrub or cleaning pads.
Open web design helps flow through the pad makes it 
easier to wash out pads.
Works with machines from 200 rpm to 2000 rpm.

Glomesh Peach – a wonderful UHS 
pre-burnish pad
Removes heel marks and heavy traffic marking without 
removing excessive polish at ultra high speeds.
Great to clean up prior to UHS burnishing.

Glomesh Peach is not significantly 
affected by . . .
Water, detergents, cleaners or strippers normally used 
for floor maintenance.

Glomesh Peach has . . .
Heavier denier fibres plus new, improved binder 
technology for longer life and more efficient operation.

DENIB PADSANDSCREEN 
DRIVER

SANDSCREEN

Melamine Pads
Regular Speed Floor Pad
The Melamine Pads are designed to be cross-purpose cleaning 
tiles and stone floors without the use of harsh chemicals – in fact 
the only thing that should be added to these pads is water!
• Does not require harsh chemicals – Melamine Pad works 

with water; no chemicals needed. Polish multiple surfaces, 
including vinyl tile and stone with just water or dry.

• 100% open cell melamine provide high friction soil removal.

SYDNEY  |  MELBOURNE  |  BRISBANE  |  ADELAIDE  |  PERTH

THE FLOORPAD LEADER . . .

Regular Speed
The darker the colour the more aggressive the pad.

BLACK Stripping: for regular stripping.

BROWN Dry Strip: for regular stripping or more 
aggressive cutting back.

GREEN Scrubbing: For wet heavy duty scrubbing or for 
cutting back.

BLUE Cleaner: for lighter scrubbing or for less 
aggressive cutting back.

RED Spray Buff: for spray or spot buffing, can be 
used for dry buffing or very light wet scrub.

TAN Polishing: Dry polishing buffable finishes, also 
has ability to surface clean while polishing.

WHITE Super Polish: Dry polishing to a higher shine, 
can use water mist to aid  obtaining high gloss.

Ultra High Speed
See chart over page for relationship of polish and machine

BLUE ICE Soft pad for soft to medium finishes removes 
less finish, gives up to 30% greater gloss.

BEIGE Soft pad for soft to medium finishes.

GLORASER A superior pad that cleans and polishes to a 
brilliant shine.

CHAMPAGNE For medium to harder, less buffable finishes.

COCO Soft pad for soft, buffable finishes, natural coco 
fibre replaces burnt hair odour with coconut 
fragrance.

JACKAROO Soft pad for soft to medium finishes with 
LITE natural hair to cut drag, enhance gloss.

AQUA Has the proper lubricity to bring up the shine  
MARINE but not enough aggressiveness to remove 

the finish.

JACKEROO For medium to hard finishes, natural hair
PINK  with synthetics reduces drag, enhances gloss

BUCKAROO For medium to hard finishes. Has hard, 
aggressive binder and natural hair, less drag, 
great on less buffable finishes.

https://www.facebook.com/Pall-Mall-236813776471709/
https://plus.google.com/+PallMallAu
https://twitter.com/pallmallclean
https://www.youtube.com/user/PallMallClean
https://www.linkedin.com/company/pall-mall-manufacturing-company-pty-ltd


Suggested
Usage*
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Propane 2000-3000 RPM
Soft Buffable Finish ● ● ● ● ●

Medium Buffable Finish ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Hard Highly Durable Finish ● ● ● ●

Battery 1500-2000 RPM
Soft Buffable Finish ● ● ● ● ●

Medium Buffable Finish ● ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Hard Highly Durable Finish ● ● ● ●

Electric 1500+ RPM
Soft Buffable Finish ● ● ● ● ●

Medium Buffable Finish ● ● ● ● ● ● ●

Hard Highly Durable Finish ●  ● ● ●

Electric 1000+ RPM
Soft Buffable Finish ● ● ●

Medium Durable Finish ● ● ● ● ●

Hard Highly Durable Finish ● ● ●

Ultra High Speed Pad
With a choice of propane, battery and electric machines and with 
speeds varying from 1100 rpm to 3000+ rpm, it has become difficult 
to choose the right pad to give the best, consistent shine. No one 
pad will achieve the desired result with all these permutations.

Glomesh have the answer in their family of UHS pads that will 
transform the energy of the machines, respond to the finish and 
create a wet look shine.

With the broad range available it is possible to find the perfect 
answer.

*These are generalised classifications based on our market 
research. We realise that terms and definitions may be different from 
manufacturer to manufacturer, however, we have used the above 
information to help determine pad compatibility with the various floor 
machines and finishes on the market. 

Make of Floor Pad Size Price Paid Sq m 
Achieved

Cost per 
100sq m

Glomesh TK400 400mm $11.90 9,700 12.2¢

Make A 400mm $9.90 4,900 20.2¢

Make B 400mm $11.22 7,300 15.3¢

Make C 400mm $6.05 2,600 23.2¢

Glomesh Jackeroo 500mm $23.55 10,200 23.0¢

Make D (hair) 500mm $15.12 2,800 54.0¢

Make E 500mm $14.96 4,900 30.5¢

What Do Your Pads Cost?
No, not what you pay for your pads – that’s not what they cost. 
What you pay is the price. What it costs is the value you get from the 
money you pay. It’s the cost that counts . . . not what you pay. If you 
are using Glomesh floor pads you’ll know you are getting around 
10,000 sq m from each pad, no other pad goes that distance and 
that’s where cost counts rather than price. 

The comparison below gives you examples of various pads tested 
and priced.

High Performance Stripping
 Emerald

• In floor care 90% of the cost is labour and only 
10% supplies.

• If that formula can be changed by reducing labour 
costs, you save.

• Assume a normal Black Pad costs $10.
• Then the formula says we spend $90 in labour for 

every $10 spent on supplies.
• Assume an Emerald High Performance Pad costs 

twice as much as a Black Pad – it costs us an 
extra $10.

• But if the Emerald Pad strips in 25% of the time it 
takes to strip with a Black Pad we save 75% of the 
labour cost.

• The labour cost is $90, we save 75% of the $90 
which is $67.

• By paying an extra $10 for an Emerald Pad you 
save $67 in labour – a net saving of $57 on $100 
or 57%.

• Even if stripped in only half the time of a Black Pad 
the same sum would show a saving of half the 
labour or $45, a net saving of $35 or 35%.

What a simple way to save.

Glomesh Diamond  
Stone Care Floor Pads
The most advanced diamond impregnated 
floor pad system devised to produce superb 
yet economically maintained stone floors. This 
no-polish-needed system saves 40%–50% 
of cost compared to polished floors plus 
produces a superb gloss.

Available in 400, 800, 1500, 3000 and 
6,000 grits.


